Many Archaea possess protein surface layers (S-layers) as the sole cell wall component. Slayers must therefore integrate the basic functions of mechanical and osmotic cell stabilisation. While the necessity is intuitively clear, the mechanism of structural osmoprotection by S-layers has not been elucidated yet. The theoretical analysis of a model Slayer-membrane assembly, derived from the typical cell envelope of Crenarchaeota, explains how S-layers impart lipid membranes with increased resistance to internal osmotic pressure and offers a quantitative assessment of S-layer stability. These considerations reveal the functional significance of S-layer symmetry and unit cell size and shed light on the rationale of S-layer architectures.
Introduction
Prokaryotes have adopted a repertoire of mechanisms that enable them to cope with the challenges of changing osmotic conditions (Göller et al., 1998; Martin et al., 1999; Müller et al., 2005) . These mechanisms comprise adaptation by osmosensing and synthesis of compatible solutes (Müller et al., 2005) , ion accumulation, activation of mechanosensitive membrane proteins (Blount et al., 1996) , and the rigid cell wall as structural osmoprotectant. The adaptation machineries actively respond to osmotic stress and trigger the internal conditions such that they keep the osmotic pressure within the physiological range. The cell wall apparently compensates for residual pressure and for rapid turgour fluctuations. Gram-negative bacteria exhibit a turgour of up to 6 · 10 5 Pa (Koch and Pinette, 1987; Overmann et al., 1991) and Gram-positive bacteria of ≈20 · 10 5 Pa (Beveridge, 1988) . Some measurements even suggest pressures of ≈ 100 · 10 5 Pa or higher (Arnoldi et al., 2000; Xu et al., 1996) . While the peptidoglycan network compensates for pressure differences in bacteria (Engelhardt, 2007) , the situation is quite different for archaea, with Slayers as the sole cell wall component (Fig. 1) . The apparent archaeal periplasmic space is more "leaky" because of the higher porosity of S-layers compared to porins in outer membranes (Engelhardt and Peters, 1998) , and is probably not correspondingly equipped with charged molecules to balance the osmotic milieu with the cytoplasm. The turgour predominantly acts on the cell membrane, and archaea that are devoid of other cell wall components must therefore rely on surface proteins as structural osmoprotectants. The S-layer-membrane assembly displayed in Fig. 1A is typical for most of the Crenarchaeota, for some Euryarchaeota, and for Nanoarchaeum equitans, the sole representative of the recently defined Nanoarchaeota . The mechanical properties of this envelope type are examined in the following. ion) is compared to that of a model cell, possessing an S-layer of the Crenarchaeota type. The basic features of the S-layer building block (Fig. 1B, C) were inspired by the S-layer unit Tetrabrachion from Staphylothermus marinus (Peters et al., 1996) and by the architecture of related structures (Baumeister et al., 1989; Baumeister and Lembcke, 1992) . The two model cells, i.e. essentially lipid vesicles, and characteristic stages of osmotic effects are illustrated in Fig. 2 . A hypertonic vesicle interior enforces the net influx of water, which increases the vesicle volume, its surface area, and its diameter. A corresponding test system is used to determine the influx of substrates through membrane pore proteins (Zimmermann and Rosselet, 1977) . Water influx continues until the increasing membrane tension prevents further extension and compensates for the developing intravesicular pressure (turgour) ΔP, or the membrane becomes leaky and disrupts (Koslov and Markin, 1984; Idiart and Levin, 2004) . In principle, the same is valid for vesicles containing membrane proteins. The membraneanchored S-layer is dilated together with the lipid membrane until the S-layer is stretched such that further expansion is impossible or the S-layer connections break. If the lateral contacts are stable, the diameter of the S-layer-cell system remains constant, but if possible influx of water will continue and expand the lipid membrane further until the membrane tension is high enough to balance the turgour. The hydrophobic S-layer anchors are fixed in place after the initial expansion. Interacting lipid molecules, surrounding the anchors, cannot move outwards since the Slayer stalk is hydrophilic beyond the membranespanning region. The stalk of Tetrabrachion, e.g., possesses highly polar and charged amino acid residues close to the membrane surfaces (Peters et al., 1996) . Transfer of hydrophobic residues into the aqueous environment is energetically demanding and will not happen until the membrane is destroyed (Jensen and Mouritsen, 2004) . This feature not only stabilises the S-layer anchors inside the membrane matrix, but vice versa also immobilises the membrane relative to the protein anchors. Membrane extension should now only be possible in areas between the S-layer stalks, eventually leading to membrane bulges (Fig. 2) . Koslov and Markin (1984) related the size of lipid vesicles to osmotic swelling and vesicle stability. They derived an equation (Eq. 1) for the critical, i.e. maximum, intravesicular pressure ΔP* (and the critical concentration difference of osmotically active solutes Δ c*) that a lipid membrane can withstand without forming leaks (pores).
S-layer-membrane system: Biophysical properties
The parameter K S denotes the elasticity (compressibility or elastic area expansion) constant of ≈ 0.1-0.2 N/m for lipid membranes (Evans and Rawicz, 1990) , r 0 is the vesicle radius, γ the linear tension of a pore formed by supercritical pressure (γ ≈ 2·10 -11 -5·10 -11 N; Koslov and Markin, 1984; Sackmann, 1995) . R is the gas constant, i.e. 8.31 J/(mol·K) and T the absolute temperature. It is obvious and well known that smaller vesicles are more resistant to osmotic pressure than larger ones. In fact, hypothetical cells of 100 nm in diameter or less could probably do without a cell wall. They would be stable against intracellular pressure of 1.5·10 5 -3.5·10 5 Pa (≈ 1.5-3 atm) while lipid vesicles of prokaryotic size (r = 500 nm) are destroyed above 0.03·10 5 -0.075·10 5 Pa according to Eq. 1. The effect of bulging takes advantage of the partition of the cell membrane into apparently separated patches, i.e. the unit cell areas of the Slayer defined by the positions of the protein anchors. Membrane dilation would create rows of bulges with bending radii r < R (cell radius without S-layer) that are related to the S-layer lattice constant d. The theoretical limits are 1/2 √2 · d ≤ r ≤ R and 1/3 √3 · d ≤ r ≤ R for p4 and p6 symmetry, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . However, r presumably cannot achieve its theoretical minimum for steric reasons. In the extreme case the bulges are half-spheres and stable insertion of S-layer stalks would become a problem (Fig. 3) . The hypothetical lower limit is possibly more close to r ≈ d. The theoretical description of bulging, i.e. formation of small vesicular deformations from (almost) planar membranes with a defined area, essentially includes two energy-dependent processes -membrane bending and expansion. Pre-bending of a membrane can be accounted for by subtracting the curvature, originating from the cell radius R, from the curvature of the bulges. The basic equations Eqs. 2 and 3 define the energies for a planar piece of membrane that is either bent or stretched in plane (Sackmann, 1995) . As a first approximation, I use these expressions to assess the energies for bulge formation. To obtain relationships between ΔP and the expressions in Eqs. 2 and 3 it is taken into account that the work exerted by the internal pressure increases the volume by dV (Eq. 4) and equals the bending or extension energy at equilibrium. The real pressure is a function of both contributions (but not necessarily the simple sum).
Here, κ C denotes the bending stiffness of ≈10
Nm (Evans and Rawicz, 1990; Sackman, 1995) , K S the elasticity modulus of ≈ 0.2 N/m (Evans and Rawicz, 1990) , r the bending radius, where 2/r is the curvature in both directions and c the curvature of prebending (e.g., 2/R for a spherical cell), A O is the original membrane area under consideration, and dA the gain in area upon stretching. The parameter f ( d h ) in Eq. 4 is a function of dh, i.e. the height of the bulge relative to the original membrane level. The calculations for the curves in Fig. 4 were made using a model membrane stabilised by a tetragonal S-layer of lattice constant d. For the sake of simplicity, it was assumed that the 'unit cell' has a circular shape with a diameter of d·√2. Nevertheless, this approximation still leads to reasonable estimates since the curvature of the bent membrane remains the same for the real and the model unit cells, and the increase of the membrane area dA (Eq. 3) is normalised to the corresponding projection area and is at least partly corrected for the larger model unit cell. Fig. 4A illustrates that the contributions of bending and expansion forces critically depend on the unit cell size (lattice constant) of the S-layer. The bending energy is dominant in the low pressure regime with small unit cells (d = 15 nm) while expansion forces become demanding with bulges at higher curvature (r < 40 nm). The situation changes with larger unit cells (d = 30 nm). Now, bending forces are less important and membrane dilation requires more energy below a curvature radius of ≈ 70 nm. In general, the pressure increases considerably beyond r ≈ 50 nm, indicating the region for the most efficient size of membrane bulges with respect to pressure resistance. Interestingly, the smallest radii possible for S-layer-armed membranes, i.e. ≈ 15-35 nm (see above and Tab. I), apparently provide a pressure stability for ΔP higher, or even much higher, than 2·10 5 Pa. Lipid vesicles of comparable radii are stable at corresponding pressures (Eq. 1). Nm and K S = 0.6 N/m in (B) represented by the bold curves. The calculations were performed using Mathematica 4.1 (Wolfram Research Inc.). Evans and Rawicz (1990) derived a model, combining the bending and stretching effects for giant lipid vesicles and large bulges extruded by a micropipette. They also observed that the effects of membrane expansion dominated with increasing pressures (Fig. 4B ) and determined the elasticity moduli for various types and compositions of lipids. The quantitative effects of membrane stability obviously depend on a number of parameters (temperature, elasticity and bending moduli etc.) that may vary among different archaeal species. This and the fact that the models available were derived for vesicles on a length scale of micrometres rather than of nanometres, make quantitative interpretations difficult. Nevertheless, these considerations offer insight into the rationale of S-layer-membrane assemblies (Section 2.4.).
S-layer stability: Quantitative estimates
The osmoprotectant model implies that the lateral connections of S-layers are strong enough to compensate for the forces acting on them in the course of a positive ΔP inside the cell (Fig. 3C) . For the sake of simplicity, I assume that the force pressing on an area of unit cell size is completely transmitted to the S-layer stalk and to the S-layer connections, which is not exactly true if the membrane deforms and dissipates energy. The sketch in Fig. 3C relates the forces to the geometry of the S-layer-membrane assembly and illustrates how to derive Eq. 5. Here, F P denotes the force originating from the internal pressure ΔP, and ΣF A the sum of pulling forces that exert an effect on lateral S-layer connections (arms). A UC is the unit cell area of the S-layer, d' its lattice constant or a related distance, R the cell radius without S-layer, and R C including the Slayer of height h, the latter defining the apparent periplasmic space. Given the values for a number of archaeal S-layers listed in Tab. I, and here omitting the sheath of Methanospirillum hungatei, the range of pulling forces can be assessed as 2300 nm 2 · ΔP ≤ ΣF A ≤ 13600 nm 2 · Δ P , i.e., ≈ 0.2-1.4 nN for a net pressure of 10 5 Pa (≈ 1 atm). The force F A for a single connection is reduced by the number of connecting arms according to the symmetry of the S-layer. The resulting range is ≈ 0.04-0.25 nN using the examples given in Tab. I. The lateral binding forces of S-layer connections are unknown. Qualitative observations demonstrated that isolated S-layer sheets may be very stable, e.g. the envelopes from Thermoproteus tenax , or apparently quite labile, depending on the treatment during preparation. So, the S-layers of Haloferax volcanii and of other halobacteria need divalent cations for integrity and dissociate upon the addition of chelating agents (Kessel et al., 1988; Trachtenberg et al., 2000) . Atomic force measurements and molecular dynamics calculations revealed the forces of antibody-antigen binding, between biotin and avidin, and of single covalent bonds to lie in the range of 0.2-1 nN as determined for a certain energy load rate (Grubmüller et al., 1996; Janshoff et al., 2000; Müller, 2006) . The apparent binding forces are a function of the pulling velocity; they increase the faster the disruption force that is applied (Rief et al., 1997; Paci et al., 2001; Rief and Grubmüller, 2001 ). This may be of relevance for S-layers if they have to cope with rapid fluctuations of osmotic pressure. A recent study on AFM force measurements (Lévy and Maaloum, 2005) showed that binding systems with multiple contacts are particularly stable. That the measured stability is higher than the sum of forces of the single bonds suggests that broken bonds reform during a correspondingly slow separation process (permanent pressure). Multiple contacts between protein units are usual for Slayers. Electron microscopical investigations have shown that neighboring S-layer units are generally connected by several binding sites or extended binding areas (Fig. 5) . Archaeal S-layers are thus adequately designed to withstand forces of several nN, corresponding to pressure differences in the range of 10 5 -10 6 Pa or higher (see above). The elastic behavior and stability of membranous material can be determined by means of AFM (Vinckier and Semenza, 1998) . The few studies Pa for the Gram-negative bacterium Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense (Arnoldi et al., 2000) and of ≥ 300·10 5 Pa for the protein sheath of M. hungatei (Xu et al., 1996) . According to the calculations based on Eq. 5 and the values in Tab. I, the protein connections per unit cell of the sheath must resist lateral forces of 18-40 nN. On the other hand, studies with Methanococcus jannaschii, an Euryarchaeon possessing an Slayer of the Crenarchaeota type (Beveridge and Schultze-Lam, 1996) , showed that cells grown at 260·10 5 Pa gas pressure were ruptured if decompression was too fast, but cells taken from cultures at 7.8·10 5 Pa remained intact (Park and Clark, 2002) , which is in agreement with the quantitative assessment outlined above. The turgour of various Gram-negative bacteria is in the range of ≈ 1·10 5 -6·10 5 Pa as determined by means of the gas vesicle approach (Koch and Pinette, 1987; Beveridge, 1988; Overmann et al., 1991) . The theoretical considerations as well as the experimental results published to date suggest that archaeal S-layers are indeed stable enough to withstand the forces induced by (fluctuations of) osmotic pressure.
Functional impact of the S-layer unit cell size
Subdividing the cytoplasmic membrane into small and apparently independent patches stabilises the lipid envelope against intracellular pressure by about two orders of magnitude compared to pure lipid vesicles of cellular size. Whether the membrane becomes significantly bulged at higher pressure depends on the membrane tension that is characterised by the moduli for bending and area expansion. These moduli represent material constants and vary with the lipid composition (Evans and Rawicz, 1990; Needham and Nunn, 1990; Rutkowski et al., 1991) . Membranes made of etherlipids are stiffer than those containing phosphatidylcholines (Baba et al., 1999) . In addition, the effects of other membrane proteins and charged head groups in conjunction with the ionic milieu as well as the temperature (thermophiles!) have to be taken into account. Since the elasticity of native archaeal membranes under natural conditions remains to be determined, I can only make guesses. Membranes with moderate moduli as used in the model calculations should allow for bulge radii of ≈ 50-80 nm (Fig. 4) , resulting in vertical membrane extensions of ≈ 0.4-2.5 nm depending on the S-layer symmetry and lattice constants. However, the putative bulge height of stiff membranes might not exceed a few Ångströms even at higher pressures (Fig. 4B) . (Kessel et al., 1988) , (C) H y p e rthermus butylicus , (D) Methanoplanus limicola (Cheong et al., 1991) , (E) Desulfurococcus mobilis , and (F) Pyrobaculum islandicum (Phipps et al., 1990 ) (data are presented with permission). For lattice constants see Tab. I.
Systematic membrane deformations of ≈ 1 nm were probably large enough to be detected by means of cryo-electron tomography (Baumeister, 2005; Lucic et al., 2005; Plitzko and Engelhardt, 2005) . Fig. 1A shows similar membrane undulations of unknown source in the tomogram of Pyrodictium abyssi. Cryo-electron tomography thus offers a way to determine such effects experimentally on a length scale of nanometres as a possible complement to measurements on the micrometer scale (Evans and Rawicz, 1990 ). Slayer-covered vesicles extruded from archaea, e.g. Pyrodictium abyssi (Frangakis and Hegerl, 2002) , or artificially reconstituted ones could serve as experimental models. The membrane response to internal pressure clearly depends on the S-layer unit cell size (Fig  4) . Cells that take advantage of a pressureresistant membrane should, therefore, prefer Slayers with small centre-to-centre distances and p6 instead of p4 symmetry. This is the case for halophilic archaea, e.g., H a l o b a c t e r i u m , Haloferax, and Walsby´s Square Bacterium (Tab. I). Halobacteria exhibit a high intracellular concentration of K + and of other compatible solutes (Martin et al., 1999; Müller et al., 2005) that would give rise to water influx if the environment became suddenly diluted (rain!). A simple experiment demonstrates the osmoprotectant function of intact S-layers with H . salinarum (Fig. 6) . Cells that are depleted in Mg 2+ lose the integrity of their S-layer lattice (Kushner, 1964; Mescher and Strominger, 1976; König et al., 2007) become osmosensitive upon dilution of the salt medium and lyse (Fig. 6D) , while cells possessing an uninjured S-layer are resistant and preserve a rod-like shape (Fig. 6C) . However, the globular swelling at the cell pole discloses the 'Achilles heel' of the S-layer. Unavoidable lattice imperfections at the pole caps (Pum et al., 1991; affect the interaction of Slayer units, weaken the lateral stability and, obviously, the resistance of the S-layermembrane system against intracellular pressure. The energetic aspects of lattice imperfections in archaeal and bacterial S-layers have still to be elucidated. Another consequence of small S-layer unit cells is the relatively strong bending resistance of the respective membrane patches (Fig. 4) . If the cells are not exposed to osmotic imbalance, and the lipids or other cellular factors (Sackmann, 1995; Møller-Jensen and Löwe, 2005; Zimmerberg and Kozlov, 2006) do not force strong pre-bending of the membrane, the S-layer-membrane assembly would assume a shape approaching the tension minimum, i.e., a flat, sheet-like arrangement in the ideal case. A model system shown in (Engelhardt, 2007) illustrates the expected effect. The reconstituted S-layer of Delftia acidovorans (p4 symmetry, lattice constant 10.5 nm), interacts with the membrane via bound lipid molecules (Engelhardt et al., 1991) and flattens the symmetrical lipid layer of the vesicles. Interestingly, disk-like species such as Haloferax volcanii and Methanoplanus limicola, or archaea forming flat cellular boxes ('Square Bacterium') do possess S-layers with p6 symmetry and particularly short lattice constants (14.7-16.8 nm; Tab. I). Although other, possibly unknown mechanisms might contribute to the architecture of archaeal cells, it is conceivable that the biophysical properties of the S-layer-membrane assembly are sufficient to flatten cells (Engelhardt, 2007) . An interesting aspect of this analysis is that the lattice constants and symmetries of S-layers become functionally significant in S-layermembrane assemblies. This is not only implied by the biophysical system described in Section 2.2, but can also be derived from Eq. 5. The binding force ΣF A between neighbouring S-layer units that compensates for the turgor Δ P is proportional to R C and to A UC /d'. A given stability of lateral contacts in S-layers is thus particularly effective (i) if the cell radius R C is small (an aspect that has not been recognised yet), and (ii) if A UC /d' is minimal. Since A UC /d' is proportional to d·sin(α), where α is the symmetry angle of the S-layer unit cell (e.g. 60° for p6), it becomes immediately clear that a small lattice constant d and a high symmetry is optimal. Short lattice constants and a hexagonal arrangement of protein units have the advantage of providing a high density of contact sites per area and, concomitantly, a higher lateral stability. Furthermore, S-layers with hexagonal symmetry benefit from more contact sites per unit area particularly in regions with lattice faults, i.e. the most fragile lattice arrangement, because omitting one regular contact means still having five left, even if they are not regular, but only three in the case of p4 lattices. It is probably not mere chance that Archaea predominantly exhibit S-layers with p6 symmetry (Sára and Sleytr, 2000) .
Variants of S-layer-membrane interactions
A r c h a e a developed different cell wall architectures during evolution and not all of the species rely on S-layers alone (König, 1994; Kandler and König, 1998; König et al., 2007) . It is intuitively imaginable and was verified experimentally in one case that the pseudomurein layers of Methanothermus, Methanopyrus and of the M e t h a n o b a c t e r i a l e s , the sheath of Methanospirillaceae (Xu et al., 1996) , and the polysaccharide layers of Natronococcus and Halococcaceae are stable cell wall structures that resist osmotic stress. Interestingly, cells of Methanospirillum hungatei are covered by an Slayer inside the stable sheath. The S-layer is not thought to add to the osmotic stability (Firtel et al., 1993) . A few species apparently lack S-layers and are defined as cell wall-less, such as Thermoplasma acidophilum and Ferroplasma acidiphilum (Darland et al., 1979; Golyshina et al., 2000) . However, T. acidophilum possesses high amounts of a membrane glycoprotein (Yang and Haug, 1979 ) that could form a membrane or surface protein layer; its molecular organisation remains to be established. An interesting alternative or variant for membrane support is the contribution of membrane proteins forming networks within the lipid bilayer (Engelman, 2005) . There are examples for extended patches of membrane proteins, e.g. the bacteriorhodopsin in halobacteria (Henderson, 1975) and pore protein complexes in the outer membrane of Ignicoccus hospitalis, the only archaeon known to possess an outer membrane but no S-layer (Huber et al., 2000; Rachel et al., 2002; Burghardt et al., 2007) . Their effects on membrane stability, however, have not been characterised yet. The association of surface proteins with lipid molecules or anchoring by means of covalently bound fatty acids residues is an apparently natural situation for some S-layers (Engelhardt and Peters, 1998) . The glycosylated surface proteins of H. salinarum and H. volcanii are modified by lipids, which presumably contribute to membrane anchoring in addition (Kikuchi et al., 1999; Konrad and Eichler, 2002) . The mere non-covalent interaction of archaeal S-layers with the head groups of membrane lipids is still hypothetical but could contribute to membrane stability in Euryarchaeota (Schuster et al., 1999; Schuster and Sleytr, 2002; Engelhardt, 2007) . The mutual effects between the S-layer and other components of the cell envelope remain to be elucidated.
Conclusion
Cell envelope stability is not a feature per se of a single cell envelope component. Rather, it is a synergistic function of interacting cell envelope layers. Its mechanism as well as the significance for mechanical and osmotic cell stabilisation must be elucidated in conjunction with the interacting molecular partners and its macromolecular assemblies (Engelhardt, 2007) . The archaeal S-layer-membrane system analysed here revealed principles of the S-layer architecture that may also play a role in S-layerouter membrane and S-layer-peptidoglycan associations in bacteria. We will learn more about general aspects of S-layer functions if we look at the cell envelope as an integrated structural assembly, and not only as an ordered succession of independent layers covering the cell.
